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Summary
Background and recommendations



Dixons, MyCom and iCentre follow 
consumers through WiFi-signal

ING uses transaction data for personalized offerings

Attention for consumer privacy is growing

NSA ignores call for more privacy

‘Data about investors Aegon 
leaked’ More privacy violations

reported than last year

‘US and EU disagree about
protecting consumer privacy’

Privacy breach at CheapTickets: Information of 
thousands of travellers at risk
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Uncertainty about who is responsible for consumer 
privacy? Firms, Consumers, or Government?

(c) Government

35%

(b) Consumers

21%
(a) Firms

44%

1: Survey DDMA (2010): Who is responsible for privacy according to marketers? 
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› Both ‘Big Data’ and ‘Digital Identity’ of consumers 
are valuable for firms and consumers.

› Data is used to improve internal processes, and 
personalize customer relationships

› The increase in data collection seems to ‘conflict’ with privacy, and this ‘conflict’
is being discussed a lot in the press
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(a) Firms collect more data (‘Big Data’) used for 
personalization, but fear concerned consumers 
and reputational damage



(b) Consumers express their concern, but at the 
same time they share their personal information

› Growing number of concerned consumers 

› Consumers share, consciously or unconsciously, 
their most intimate and/or sensitive information

› Are consumers indifferent, unconscious, or do 
they miss control over the collection and use of personal information? 

› Do consumers want more privacy… or do they want more compensation in 
exchange for giving up their privacy?
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(c) Governments / Regulators want to protect
consumers from misuse by firms, leading to more 
extensive legislation

› Telecommunication law (1998) � Carried out by

• Max. penalty: €450,000

› Data Protection Regulation (2000) � Carried out by

• Max. boete: €80,000

› EU General Data Protection Regulation (expected in 2016)

• European Supervisor

• Max. penalty: €100,000,000

• Emphasis on: Right-to-be-forgotten, Right of Portability, Informed 
Consent
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The effect of privacy depends on awareness, 
control, compensation and context
› Consumer privacy refers both the access to a consumer and access to information 

of a consumer, and depends on awareness and control 

› General privacy concern reflects consumers general preference for privacy, but is 
a poor indicator for how consumers actually behave

› Most consumers are willing to share information in exchange for (monetary) 
compensation (privacy calculus) 

› This privacy calculus not only depends on personal differences but also on 
contextual differences

• Which firms requests permission to access me or my information? And which 
information do they want to collect and use?
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Main recommendations

1. Think of all external stakeholders (consumers, government, media)

2. Make sure your firm handles customer data with care

3. Only collect data that is relevant & congruent 

4. Give something back to the consumer

5. Be transparent and communicate the (right) benefits

6. Create a feeling consumers can trust your firm

7. In turn, trust consumers by giving control
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What is privacy? 
And what not?



Eric Schmidt 
(CEO Google)

“If there is something
you not want others to

know, maybe you
shouldn’t be doing it in 

the first place.”

Privacy ≠Anonymity, Secrecy, Security etc.

Privacy does not solely mean …

… withholding information

… having something to hide

… secure storage of information

… not sharing information 

… anonymizing information

Also see Alessandro Acquisti (http://www.ted.com/talks/alessandro_acquisti_why_privacy_matters#t-384700)
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Consumer Privacy refers both to access to
consumer, and to access to their information

› Privacy can refer to “the right to be left alone”1 ���� Physical Privacy

• Relevant with regard to sending marketing communication (direct mail)

› Increase in collection, storage, and usage of information shifted the attention to 
access to consumers’ information ���� Informational Privacy (focus here)

• Relevant with regard to collecting personal information and CRM

› Both elements relate to Awareness (“who has access to which information?”) 
and Control (“how can I control who has access to my information?”)2

1: Warren & Brandeis (1890) 2: Goodwin (1991)



‘Big Data’ vs. Privacy
(a) Firms: Conflict between two ‘hot topics’ 



Growth in data (‘Big Data’) results in internal 
improvements, valuable customer insights, and 
data-driven innovations

› Within 5 years, the amount of data worldwide 
will be tripled1

› Next to traditional sources more data is 
collected via Internet (cookies), Mobile 
(apps), and Wearables (e.g. smartwatch)

› Data results in internal improvements: aggregated 
analyses, process automatization, R&D

› More data also creates a ‘Digital Identity’ on the individual level, creating endless 
possibilities for personalization (e.g. location-based services)

View other reports of CIC about Big Data/Customer Insights See also: Verhoef et al. (2016)
1: Hilbert & Lopez (2011): Increase in data available (Big Data)

Worldwide data- Zettabytes
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New possibilities due to ‘Big Data’ are very valuable 
for firms (and consumers) but … 
› ‘Digital Identity’ represents a lot of value 

• Estimations are it will generate a value of €330 billion yearly for firms by 
2020, and even €670 billion for consumers 

› Customer insights enables firms to use their resources more effectively

• Example: Online personalization of ads increases click-through ratings2

› Customer Relationship Management (CRM) becomes more important

• Example: Service can be personalized accurately on individual level, 
improving the relationship with the customer on the long term3

› However… privacy concern threatens €440 billion of potential value

1: Tucker (2014) 2: Rust & Chung (2006)
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“Big data creates problems that go well 
beyond traditional privacy concerns”

(Frank Pasquale, professor of Law, 
University of Maryland)

“Despite rising privacy concern 
we must be able to use ‘Big Data’

to our advantage”
(Angela Merkel, 2014)

“Big data offers big benefits but 
privacy concerns must be addressed”

(Steve Wood, ICO UK)

“Big data raises serious questions 
about how we protect our privacy”

(John Podesta, Councelor of 
US President, 2014)

“Privacy still matters in this age of 
big data and digital devices”

(Terrence Craig, CEO PatternsBuilders)

“There is little privacy in 
the era of Big Data”
(The Guardian, 2014)
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Combining ‘Big Data’ and Privacy remains issue



WiFi in cars: helpful or is ‘Big Brother’ watching?

Based on RUGCIC Seminar  (30-10-2014),  Nikolaas Bellens
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Jeff Bezos 
(CEO Amazon)

“We will never 
throw away data”.

‘Big Data’ forms a threat for privacy 
because … 

1. data is permanent,

2. data has a large volume,

3. data can be collected invisibly
(automatic)

4. systems run regardless of the 
type of information (sensitivity)

5. subjects have little control over 
data after collection

6. digital data is easily merged,

7. and others who have access are 
anonymous to subjects.1

‘Big Data’ vs. Privacy?

1: Spärck-Jones (2003)
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Companies ‘violating privacy’ are chastised in the 
media: how does this affect their reputation?
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ING starts with sharing payment behaviour of customers

ING will be selling customer data to corporations

DNB opposes ING customer data sales

Consumer foundation against ING customer data plans

ING stops selling customer data



How do Dutch firms handle consumer privacy?

1) Privacy, as our focus:  we known all relevant legislation and (self-
)regulation, and we check whether our communication fits this.

2) Privacy, as self-evident: we implement the rules, but we cannot 
tell whether we adhere to all the rules.

3) Privacy, as a necessity: we apply the rules when we are pointed 
out to do so. 

4) Privacy, as ambiguity: with regulators barely checking firms, my 
firm might do something that is in the gray area

DDMA (2010): Survey among Dutch marketers
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62%

31%

4%

3%



Collection and usage of data under pressure due to 
consumers’ privacy concern and negative publicity
› As consumers become more aware of their privacy (rights) they share their concern 

in polls and surveys

• Motivates governmental institutions to come up with stricter legislation

› Negative publicity surrounding ‘Big Data’ and privacy enourmous� unclear how
large the effect on firms’ reputation is

› Collection, disclosure and use of customer data is attractive, but also expensive…

• Potential fines, consumers’ disapproval and possible reputational damage 
could increase the costs even more
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Consumers worry about 
Privacy?
(b) Consumers: Conflict between two ‘hot topics’ 



Consumers express their privacy concern

› Nowadays, 67% of the consumers thinks companies collect to much data (WEF, 2014)

› 88% of the Europeans see a threat to their privacy in at least one sector (BCG, 2012)



‘Privacy Concern’ relates to six worries… 

Collection

Secondary
Use

Errors

““““Firms collect too much data””””

““““Firms use data for secondary purposes””””

““““Errors result in unwanted consequences””””

Access ““““Unauthorized parties get access to data””””

Control ““““I have control over my personal data””””

Awareness ““““Firms do not tell everything they do””””

Hong & Thong (2013)
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Consumers worry about the use of information and 
lack of awareness and the feeling of control
› Consumers fear (unauthorized) secondary usage (67%), reputational damage 

(62%) and wrongly communicated information (57%) the most (WEF, 2014)

› Consumers unaware about the usage and collection of information, and they 
worry firms do not inform them sufficiently1

› Few consumers (25%) say they share information with online search engines, 
while most (90%) use online search engines and share information (WEF, 2014)

› Consumers lack (full) control both with regard to the collection and the usage of 
information, and worry they lack this control1

• Little more than half of the consumers (61%) say they have enough control 
over the collection of information (BCG, 2012)

1: Hong & Thong (2013)
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Voorzichtiger, 

gemiddelde leeftijd

Pragmatist

“I am only willing to share
information, but only 
when safe and when 

firms compensate me.”

Three ‘groups’ of consumers that differ in how they 
want to handle their privacy in general

37% 45% 18%

Digibeten, hoge 

gemiddelde  leeftijd

Fundamentalist

“I don’t want that firms
and governments

collect information 
about me!” Digitalen, lage 

gemiddelde leeftijd 

Unconcerned

“Sharing personal
information with

companies is not a
problem for me.”

Research conducted in the Netherlands (Market Response, 2014)
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Consumers have a general level of privacy concern 
which relates to consumers’ personality and 
demographic characteristics

1: Schwaig et al. (2013) 3: Acquisti & Grossklags (2005) 
2: Sheehan & Hoy (1999)

› Low confidence and ‘fear’ for technology increases the concern of privacy1

› Older people are less willing to share personal information than younger 
people2

› Females are more concerned about their privacy than males2

› Lower income are on average less concerned about privacy3
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Negative privacy experiences also play an 
important role
Direct

› Consumers that had a negative experience with privacy are more concerned 
about their own privacy1

› Consumers who think that their privacy is violated are less responsive for 
personalized advertisements from a well-known site2

Indirect

› Consumers who had recently seen 
negative media messages are, 
on average more concerned about 
their privacy3

42%

13%
7%

3% 2%

44%

Experience with privacy violations

1: Xu et al. (2012) 3: Smith et al. (1996)
2: Awad & Krishnan (2006)
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Consumers with a high general privacy concern … 

› Are less inclined to disclose information1, more inclined to delete 

information2, and more inclined to complain2

› Value transparancy3 over information practices more

› Are less open for CRM programs4 and personalization5

› Find personalized (online) ads more intrusive or annoying, which 

decreases the effectiveness of these ads6

1: Malhotra et al. (2004) 3: Awad & Krishnan (2006) 5: Chellappa & Sin (2005)
2: Son & Kim (2008) 4: Ashley et al. (2011) 6: Van Doorn & Hoekstra (2013)
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However, consumers do not always behave 
consistently: Privacy Paradox

› General Privacy Concern is bad predictor of actual behavior1 and explains less 
than 10% of the variation in behavior2

› Example: while public polls show that consumers get more and more 
concerned about their privacy, their actual behavior on online social networks 
show consumers are easily inclined to disclose intimate information

1: Dinev & Hart (2006) 2: Malhotra et al. (2004)

General Privacy Concern Privacy Behavior
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Intentions regarding privacy are not always good 
predictors of actual behavior

› Example 1: a (financial) compensation does not has influence on the intention to 
share information. However, actual behavior is influenced by a (financial) 
compensation, as it positively affects sharing of information1

› Example 2: More consumers are willing to sell their privacy for cash than to pay 
for more privacy. Since this is exactly the opposite situation, consumers in 
principle share their information in both situations2

1: Premazzi et al. (2010) 2: Acquisti et al. (2013) 

View as well: Spiekermann et al. (2001); Berendt et al. (2005); Norberg et al. (2007)

Privacy Intentions Privacy Behavior
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Negative
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Decision to disclose information depends on 
positive and negative consequences that are 
personal and context-specific: 

Positive

› Negative: unrequested (direct) mail, 
selling information to third parties

› Positive: personalization, free 
content, improved services

› Trade-off is internal and personal,
and highly depends on the 
context

Laufer & Wolfe (1977); Culnan & Armstrong (1999); Hann et al. (2007); Mothersbaugh et al. (2012); Acquisti et al. 
(2015)

“Consumers question to balance 
between privacy and 

personalization”
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Consumer are positively influenced by both 
monetary and non-monetary compensations

› Monetary compensation has a positive effect on information disclosure

• Consumers are willing to forfeit information ownership in exchange for a 
financial fee1

› Most consumers (60%) indicate they are prepared to share information for non-
monetary benefits (PWC, 2014)

› But a monetary compensation does not work in all circumstances

• E.g. when consumers trust a firm monetary compensation can work 
counterproductive2

1: Gabisch & Milne (2014) 2: Premazzi et al. (2010)
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Consumers are negatively influences by external 
usage, but value specific types of personalization

› Consumers are more concerned about external customer data usage 
(sharing with utilities) than internal customer data usage (within a company)1

› Not all forms of personalization are equally beneficial

• Consumers consider personalized advertising less valuable than 
personalized service3

› Sometimes, advertisements are too personal which makes the advertisement less 
effective (intrusive)3

• Especially when consumers do not understand where the information is 
obtained4

1: Schwaig et al. (2013) 3: Tucker (2014)
2: Awad & Krishnan (2006) 4: White et al. (2008)
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Van Doorn & Hoekstra (2013)

Personalized advertisements based on identity can 
be interpreted as intrusive (example)
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Dear Frank Beke,

Did you know that YOU 
Telecom now offers 4G at 
your current address in 
the city of Groningen?

In the previous month 
you used over 500 MB for 
video streaming. 

Upgrade now!



Consumers are strongly influenced by how much and 
which information is requested

› Sensitivity of data

• “The degree to which an individual feels uncomfortable when certain 
specific personal information is shared with a specific outside party.”1

• Consumers are less inclined to share sensitive data (financial, contact 
information) than less sensitive data (media usage and websites 
perceptions), and the advantages with respect to sensitive data weigh less 
heavy2

› Relevancy of data

• “Congruency of information in context of the transaction”3

• Consumers are more concerned about sharing incongruent data: this effect 
is further enhanced as the data is also sensitive3

1: Dinev & Hart (2006) 2: Mothersbaugh et al. (2012) 3: Lwin et al. (2007) 
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0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Financial information

Medical information

Identity information

Addresses

Telephone

Pictures

Name

Work history

Friends

Opinions

Hobbies

Visited websites

25 – 30%

46 – 57%

73 – 75%

Financial, Medical and Identity information 
considered most sensitive

TNS (2011) European research e.g. sensitivity of different types of information
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Consumers are willing to disclose information 
when they consider the exchange as fair
› Consumers are more willing to share information when they have a relationship 

with the company

• Except for sensitive or embarrassing data that is used for personalization1

› 75% of the consumers share their personal information because they have a 
certain relationship with a company

• 80% would NOT share the same information when this relationship would not 
exist (DMA, 2010)

› Consumers are positively influenced by a feeling of control2

• Feeling of control decreases the perceived risk and increases the acceptance of 
the use of customer data3

1: White (2004) 3: Song et al. (2014)
2: Brandimarte et al. (2012) 
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Example of Facebook: after providing more 
control, 2x higher effectiveness of advertising

› One simple control button for 
privacy (from 170 to 1)

› Privacy is standard: friends are 
not directly visuable for 
everybody

› Opt-out for data usage is 
simplified

Tucker (2014)
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Non-Targeted    Targeted       Targeted + 
Personalized

Non-Targeted    Targeted       Targeted + 
Personalized

Little control A lot of control
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Current Law and Regulations
(c) Governments: Global fragmentation in legislation:

Currently mainly national, in the future mainly European. 

There are large differences with the legislation of the VS.



Global fragmentation of legislation

www.dlapiperdataprotection.com
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Governments and regulators protect privacy 
through new legislation and penalties
› Government reports (White House, EU, World 

Economic Forum), Parliamentary questions 
and new legislation 

› Data Protection Directive (95/46/EC ) becomes 
EU General Data Protection Regulation

› Higher penalties; lot of publicity
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Telecom law (related to WBP)

Communication (data); 
spam, telemarketing and cookies

-Unannouned visits 
-Charge under administrative coercion
-Max. penalty: €450.000 (or 10% 
turnover)

Data Protection Law

The processiong of personal data

-Unannounced visits
-Charge under administrative coercion
-Max. penalty: €80.000

CBP and ACM responsible for the protection 
of (consumers) privacy in the Netherlands

RUGCIC Seminar  (30-10-2014), Gerrit-Jan Zwenne (University of Leiden)
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Data Protection Law regulates the collection 
of personal data in particular

› Purpose for collection has to be made explicit

› Only processing compatible with original 
purpose

› With reasonable cause

not: ‘responsible business’ or 
‘marketing purposes’

not: using buying behavior in 
supermarket for premium insurance

yes: consent (opt-in consent): 
unambiguous consent
yes: legitimate interest (living or 
dead) or implementation agreement 

“Personal data: each data related to an 
identified or identifiable natural person”

Art. 1, Data Protection Law

RUGCIC Seminar  (30-10-2014), Gerrit-Jan Zwenne (University of Leiden)
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› User should be well informed before giving consent (‘Informed Consent’). User 
should know: 

• Who?

• Collect what?

• For what purpose? 

• “All that is necessary to ensure careful handling”

Companies should clearly inform their
consumers: ‘Informed Consent’
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Consumers have the right to access, 
rectification and to opposite

› Access “What do you collect of me? What do you know about 
me?”

› Rectification

› Opposite

Within 4 weeks, all request must have been answered. Access can be max. €5  

“This information is not true, is incomplete and/or 
should be removed or protected” � Apply if situations 
fall outside the agreement or law

RUGCIC Seminar  (30-10-2014), Gerrit-Jan Zwenne (Universiteit van Leiden)
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New European legislation has large impact

› Uniform European privacy legislation applies to all companies active in the EU

› European supervisor has authority for official warnings, audits and fines 
(max. €100 million or 5% of the turnover worldwide)

Emphasis on:

›‘Right-to-be-forgotten’� Individual can delete information

›‘Right of Portability’� Individual can request information

›‘Informed Consent’� Privacy as default (only opt-in)

›‘Clear Notice’� Retention period and contact information 

›‘Privacy by Design’� Privacy protection as part of design innovations

Data Protection Directive 
(95/46/EC ) 

EU General Data 
Protection Regulation

1: Also see: ‘Google Spain v AEPD and Mario Costeja González’
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Legislation has large impact on companies

› Current legislation unclear: uncertainty about future applications makes the 
description of specific purposes difficult( ‘informed consent’?)

› Collecting party is responsible: even if information is shared with third parties

› Personalization on individual characteristics (e.g. religion, gender) can result in 
discrimination

› Large differences in EU legislation (proactive, 
supranational) and US (passive, legislation 
varies per State): global fragmentation

› New legislation in both EU (General Data Protection Regulation) and US, but 
general idea of privacy protection different

“… companies are not 
capable to assess the impact of the 
new EU Data Protection.”
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Recommendations
How can firms continue to collect customer data, given

the fact that it affects the privacy of consumers? 



1. Think of all external stakeholders (consumers, 
government, media)
› Different segments attach importance to different values with regard to privacy

› Consider both current and upcoming legislation 

• But… it is not just about following the exact letter of the law

• Be the Customer: “What would you like?” 

› News about privacy oversimplified, negative and therefore (often) harmful

• Further digitalization of information will provide more (critical) reporting 
about privacy in the future

Fundamentalist Pragmatist Carefree
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2. Make sure your organization handles 
customer data with care
› Avoid problems with the security of stored information 

• Consumers often confuse security with privacy

› Invest in expertise of different backgrounds, both technically, legally and in 
terms of customer knowledge 

› Consulate innovative products or services organization-wide: privacy is not 
just relevant for Marketing, but also for Regulatory Affairs, Reputation, 
Customer Intelligence, Corporate Image etc.

• Discuss which customer data is required, for which purpose and the 
influence of this application is on different actors � Privacy by Design1

1: More about Privacy by Design, on www.privacybydesign.ca 
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3. Only collect data that is relevant & congruent

› More is less; the more information is asked for, the less likely consumers are 
to provide information

› Consumers are more concerned if the 
collected information is not congruent, 
especially with sensitive information1

› At this moment, 58% of 
the consumers found that 
their personal information is collected for no valid reason (WEF, 2014)

1: Lwin et al. (2007)
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“… why do you
need to know

this?”



4. Give something back to the consumer

› Consumers are becoming more aware of the value of their information

› Compensationmay encourage the consumer to voluntarily share information 

• Consumers are even willing to give away information about the full right of 
ownership in exchange of monetary compensation1

› But… Beware!

• Remains unclear how much compensation is enough for different types of 
information

• Compensation does not work for sensitive information2

• Compensation works counterproductive in a situation where a customer 
has a lot of trust in a company4

1: Gabisch & Milne (2014) 3: Premazzi et al. (2010)
2: Xie et al. (2006)
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5. Be transparent and communicate the (right) 
benefits
› Context-specific perception regarding privacy determines whether a consumer 

wants to share information and wants to use personalization1

› Lack of transparency makes consumers concerned about their privacy2

• 80% shares information if the company provides clear explanation (WEF, 2014)

• But… transparency might also spark negative (privacy-related) feelings3

› Personalization is one benefit directly related to information disclosure4,

but firms have to carefully decide which benefits to communicate

• Reciprocity argument stronger for personalized banner ads than relevance or 
control argument5

1: Acquisti et al. (2015) 3: John et al. (2011) 5: Schumann et al. (2014)
2: Hong & Thong (2013) 4:Mothersbaugh et al. (2012)  
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6. Create a feeling consumers can 
trust your firm

› 54% of the consumers found trust the most important
factor for the willingness to share information (DMA, 2010)

› Consumer consider privacy risks lower if they trust a company1

› Trust is mainly important when the risks are high, for example with sensitive 
information2

› For information disclosure trust mainly depends on integrity;main goal should 
not be to earn money by collecting customer data  

• Increased by personal experience (49%) and reputation/negative media 
attention (30%)

1: Dinev & Hart (2006) 2: Premazzi et al. (2010)
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7. In turn, trust consumers by giving control

› 82% of the consumers mention that they like to have control on the collection and 
use of information (BCG, 2012) 

› Consumers who have a feeling of control…

… see sharing information less as privacy violation2

… share more information than consumers who do not have this feeling3

› Control is especially effective when information is considered sensitive3

› Although the balance between control and convenience is difficult, firms can:

• Provide fair procedures; opt-in versus opt-out

• No ‘Take-it-or-Leave-it’ principle: Permission-based marketing for information?

1: Schwaig et al. (2013) 3: Mothersbaugh et al. (2012)
2: Brandimarte et al. (2012)
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Main recommendations

1. Think of all external stakeholders (consumers, government, media)

2. Make sure your firm handles customer data with care

3. Only collect data that is relevant & congruent 

4. Give something back to the consumer

5. Be transparent and communicate the (right) benefits

6. Create a feeling consumers can trust your firm

7. In turn, trust consumers by giving control
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